The three-dimensional coupled quasi-static problem of linear thermoelasticity is presented. The concept is based on a spatial extension of a region occupied by the considered body and on spatial formulation of a new fictitious load. All the outside objects are termed here fictitious ones. The solution of the initial-space value problem includes fictitious displacement-temperature components. Capacity values of approximate fictitious components are calculated from a boundary condition contracted to the finite time interval. The approximate solution to the primary thermoelastic problem is obtained by contracting in space the approximate solution to the initial-space value problem. It enables us to determine the thermoelastic flow.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the initial-boundary value problem of the quasi-static coupled thermoelasticity. At first a bounded region occupied by the model of the body is extending over the space in which the initial-space value problem is defined, thus corresponding with the primary initialboundary value problem. The representation of displacement and body force vectors by means of the Helmholtz potentials led to the solution to the initial-space value problem. For some verification of the boundary condition a proposal is made to replace multidimensional integrals of the outside parts of the load with functions called fictitious components. "Fictitious" is a common term used for some ideas that do not concern the region really occupied by the model of the body. The fictitious components are determined in an approximate way in order to satisfy the boundary condition with arbitrary accuracy, at the same time, exactly satisfying the governing equations and the initial condition. Capacity values of the approximate temperature fictitious components located in some fictitious places (beyond the body region) are calculated in fictitious time defined as a discrete set of fictitious instants. Fictitious instants appear in temperature fictitious components only. To obtain an approximate solution a finite time interval is introduced in which the boundary condition is verified. The test instants divide the finite time into sections and constitute a discrete set called test time. Capacity values of the displacement fictitious components are time functions and therefore an algorithm designed for their determination concerns the current instant. An approximate solution is obtained by mathematical contraction to the body region of the solution to the initial-space value problem with the derived capacities of temperaturedisplacement fictitious components. It means that the stress tensor and heat flux vector should be determined as appropriate derivatives of the solution to the thermoelastic problem.
The coupled initial condition includes the initial change of dilatation. It was proposed as a consequence of the coupled current states constituting the thermoelastic process. In particular the initial condition as a description of the global initial state also has to be coupled. 
II. THERMOELASTIC PROBLEM
and boundary conditions , 1 , 1 1 
Here i u is the displacement vector, T -the temperature, i X -the components of body force, W -heat generated per unit volume and time, , μ λ -Lamé constants, γ -thermal expansion, κ -thermal diffusivity, and η -coefficient of thermomechanical coupling. Symbol g stands here for the thermoelastic initial state, i P ν -the surface traction on 1 
V -the heat generated per unit surface and time, α -coefficient of surface heat transfer, and b T -the surrounding temperature. In the (1-3) system of equations a local thermoelastic state (which is to be determined) arises at the left-hand side of the equality signs. Therefore we will call the state the unknown. The unknown is subjected to some mathematical operations called the operator. On the other hand, the right-hand sides of the equations will be called the (thermoelastic) load. Thermoelastic flow through a surface with the normal i ν is defined by the expressions:
The Cauchy formula (4) defines the mechanical part of the flow called surface traction i P ν , while the thermal part (5) is defined by the surface heat flow . q ν The thermoelastic stress tensor is defined by the Duhamel-Neumann equation
and the heat flux vector by the Fourier law
where o c ε λ κ = ⋅ thermal conductivity, c ε -specific heat at constant strain, and ij δ -the Kronecker Delta.
We will call an interval (0, ) ∞ the time, (0, ) t the current time, while (0, ) t % the finite time, where t t > % is the final instant and 0 t > is the current instant. The governing equations (1) may describe the phenomena by means of the displacement-temperature pair u T , provided that the thermoelastic boundary and the initial load is taken into account. This will lead to the initial-boundary value problem as a model of the thermomechanical process. For a fixed current instant, set { ( , ),
is called a global thermoelastic state, while value ( , ) u T t x -a local one.
III. INITIAL-SPACE VALUE PROBLEM
We will seek a solution of the thermoelastic problem in an approximate way in the class of twice differentiable functions. Let the fictitious model occupy space . Z For the model of the process taking place in the Cartesian product (0, ) Z × ∞ , a continuous and bounded in infinity load is defined as a model of interactions on the body :
, l im ( ) ,
and both temperature and displacement fields are defined as well
We assume that a new load does not differ within region D from the thermoelastic load existing there
For the thermoelastic process taking place in the Cartesian product (0, ), Z × ∞ the initial-space value problem contains improper boundary conditions , ,
( , ), For the problem (11-12) such temperatures and potentials that satisfy the following Helmholtz space problem are required: 
( , ) ( , ) ( ).
We can check that the functions satisfying the problem (11-12) have the form [5] : The denotation ( , )
Z ⋅ * will be called the Laplace convolution multiplication on set , Z and its result -the Laplace convolution product (of two functions)
Function E is the fundamental solution of the elliptic operator
The denotation ( ) Z * will be called the space convolution multiplication on set , Z and its result the space convolution product
Function F is the fundamental solution of the parabolic operator ( )
The denotation ( (0, )) Z t × * will be called the spacetime convolution multiplication on set (0, ), Z t × and its result -the space-time convolution product ( )
The space-time convolution satisfies an important identity for any integrable function
An improper boundary condition for function T is met due to the properties of the F function and boundedness ) gives a continuously differentiable function on a bounded and closed domain, if the convolution is defined on this domain [4, p. 191] . Therefore, improper boundary conditions for functions i u are also satisfied.
IV. TEMPERATURE-DISPLACEMENT FICTITIOUS COMPONENTS
Let us make use of the law of additivity of the integral as the set function, and make use of the formula (10)
where the following denotations have been used
Functions f T and f i u are the temperature and displacement fictitious components. They are defined in time 
It is easy to notice that assuming the displacement fictitious component in the form of a gradient of the elliptic fundamental solution and the temperature fictitious component in the form of the parabolic fundamental solution, the component admissibility conditions are fulfilled. Therefore, the approximate fictitious components will be searched for in the form: 
